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"Courting the Issue" i

CHARACTERS

Erik A man with a moving violation.
Jesse A man with problems with the law.
Marshal P. Ennis Baliff of the court.
Paul A man with a speeding ticket.

SETTING

The corridor outside Las Vegas Justice Court.

TIME

Now.
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SCENES

ACT I

Scene 1 In the corridor Now

"The only stable state is the one in which all men are 
equal before the law."

-- Aristotle
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ACT I
SCENE 1

(LIGHTS UP. Five chairs are set 
up in a row, bench-like. A door 
is set to a side of the seats. 
Upon one of the chairs sits 
PAUL, quiet, almost invisible, 
in the middle seat. He holds two 
stapled sheets of paper and a 
ticket in his hand.)

(Enter ERIK from the side opposite the 
door. He is well-dressed in a nice 
shirt and tie, pressed slacks, and an 
expensive pair of shoes. He wears a 
watch the size of a small plate and 
carries a leather satchel. Erik takes 
the seat nearest the door and rifles 
through his bag, pulling out two sheets 
stapled, folded neatly, and a ticket. 
Looks them over, looks at Paul.)

ERIK 
What are you here for?

PAUL 
Speeding.

ERIK 
Trying to get the fine lowered?

PAUL 
Tryin' to get something.

(Erik nods.)

ERIK 
I'm just glad I made it here at all. I had a hell of a 
run-around.

PAUL 
How's that?

ERIK 
(unfolding the papers) 

Look at this form. What do you see?
(Paul looks at it.)
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PAUL 
...Failure to pull over...?

ERIK 
No, no; not the charge. What's it say at the top?

PAUL 
Uh...Las Vegas Justice Court.

ERIK 
Right. Exactly. So I go down to the customer service 
desk, you know, after going through the whole thing of 
getting into this goddamn building: emptying my 
pockets, taking off my shoes and belt, get my number 
and wait. And wait and wait and wait and I finlly get 
called up, the guy at the window takes one look at my 
paper and says: 'This is municipal, I can't help you.'

(Enter JESSE, in a paint-dripped-upon t-
shirt and jeans, in well-worn cheap 
boots. He is gaunt, his hands are 
dirty, and he looks like he hasn't 
slept in days. Jesse takes the seat 
nearest the exit. He holds a similar 
two stapled sheets but it looks like 
it's been through the wringer, is 
crumpled, as does a yellow insurance 
card he grasps as if it were all that 
were keeping him from drowning.)

ERIK 
'Look,' I says, 'there's nothing but "Justice Court" 
written all over this.' He says, 'Yeah, I see that, but 
this is a municipal matter, there's nothing I can do 
about it.' He calls the next guy before I can even ask 
him where the hell I'm even supposed to go with this 
goddamn thing. Customer service in this place is a joke 
because they know you HAVE to be here; they're the only 
game in town - you don't show, okay, off to jail you 
go. Now I'm already late for work, and I figure, 'hell, 
I'll just call in today.' So I'm dancing around the 
goddamn lobby a half-hour before I find a signal worth 
a damn, spend another hour in the municipal line only 
to find out, what?

(Erik looks to Paul, who gives no 
indication of piping up, looks at Erik 
blankly.)

JESSE 
You need Justice.
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ERIK 
Damn right I need Justice! So I'm pleading with this 
broad, finally she pushes it through herself so I can 
see a judge about this stupid thing. Got her number 
too, but fuck if I'm gonna go on a date with a goddamn 
civil servant.

JESSE 
What you do?

ERIK 
This cop pulled me over round a bend on the 95 South, 
you kno, right around Eastern? So I kept going 'til we 
hit a straight-away and he says I was evading an 
officer. What the fuck? I should have just pulled over 
and let that asshole get hit by some guy speeding down 
the turn.

JESSE 
Holy shit, don't get me started on asshole cops, man. I 
got nothing but problems with the law. I'd punch them 
right in their fucking face if I could get away with it.

(Paul looks uncomfortable and fidgets in 
his seat.)

PAUL 
(sort of under his breath) 

You...uh...shouldn't probably say 
that...uhm...here...because...

ERIK 
(talking over Paul) 

What'd they get you for?
JESSE 

Man, what haven't they got me for? This time, it was 
speeding while driving in an area zoned for traffic. I 
don't even know what the fuck that means! But I got 
problems with cops all the goddamn time, I just got 
shitty luck.

(Jesse seems to notice Paul for the 
first time.)

JESSE 
What're you here for?
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PAUL 
(staring straight ahead, a little 
terrified) 

Spe...speeding.
JESSE 

Holy shit, man. I been pulled over for goin' over the 
limit, under the limit. I even got pulled over for 
going at the limit once.

ERIK 
You shitting me? How does that work?

JESSE 
Asshole cop gets behind me, follows me for a bit. I see 
him coming so I start going the limit, right? Judicious 
about that shit. He gets the lights going, the 
speakers, the whole goddamn nine. I'm all, 'Can I help 
you officer?' He says, 'Yeah, I pulled you over. You 
know why? You were going the limit. Probable cause.' I 
say, go ahead man, check my goddamn glove box, check 
the trunk, do whatever, man. He takes me to jail that 
night, says I assaulted him: verbally. I'm sick of pigs 
man.

ERIK 
It's kind of a crapshoot. Most cops pull you over for 
some minor offense, they act like assholes, yeah. But I 
been pulled over for stuff that would give me twenty 
years and they're like, nothing but sympathetic.

(Paul sneaks a glances at Erik, a wave 
of realization that he's trapped 
between a rock and a hard place washes 
over him.)

ERIK 
I got pulled over once by highway patrol on the way 
back from Pahrump, and I was drunk. I mean, DRUNK. I 
beg with him, plead, 'can I just pull over and go to 
sleep, have a friend come get me when I wake up?' He 
lets me off with a warning. I do just what I say I 
will, pull over, throw the keys in the trunk and sleep 
it off, have my girlfriend at the time come pick me up 
when I wake.

PAUL 
Keh...keys in the trunk?
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ERIK 
Yeah. If the keys are within reach, some other pig can 
come by and cite you. You put the keys in the trunk, 
they can't do shit.

(The door opens. Out steps the Marshal, 
P. ENNIS (pronounced Ehn-iss).)

PAUL 
Are...uh...is the court open? Can...can we go in now?

ENNIS 
It'll be about five more minutes.

ERIK 
So, Marshall...(reads the name tag)...Ennis. How you 
doing today?

JESSE 
(picking up conversation with Paul) 

I had one cop pull me over, I say, 'can you just beat 
my ass instead hauling me off?' He says, 'how about I 
beat your ass AND haul you off?' I'm like 'oh shit!'

ENNIS 
(stoic) 

Been a day. Lot of folk acting up.
ERIK 

You won't get none of that out of me.
ENNIS 

(smirking) 
Yeah. I hope not.

JESSE 
...carts me off anyway, I'm in the pen, he comes by, 
he's all, 'Yo, Jesse!' I'm like, 'Fuck you, pig! You 
ain't got no right, man!'

(Enter a man in a sharp suit. He walks 
briskly, distractedly, across the 
STAGE.)

ERIK 
So, Marshal, you got so much pull: you gonna help me 
get my case thrown out?

(Ennis eyeballs the walking man, turns 
back to Erik.)
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ENNIS 
Not likely.

ERIK 
You will once you hear my story.

ENNIS 
Oh, yeah?

(Erik tells the tale in quiet tones, so 
Jesse, who speaks over him, can be 
heard.)

ERIK 
I'm driving home that night on the 95 South and this 
officer comes up behind me and turns on his lights. 
Now, he does it at a bend, and I'm thinking that this 
is dangerous, I don't want to put the officer in peril 
for some routine traffic stop, so I keep going, until I 
hit a straight-away. He gets up to my car, I look in 
the mirror, he's got his gun unhooked, with his hand on 
it ready to draw. I'm the epitome of the routine stop 
at that point, hands on the wheel, yes sirs and no 
sirs, he gives me a ticket that amounts to evading 
arrest.

JESSE 
I used to have this '73 Nova, brown. Man, I could start 
it without the key, right? I get used to starting it 
up, keeping the keys in my pocket. This cop pulls me 
over, this one was for driving under the limit, he 
looks over at the ignition, sees there's no key in it, 
pulls me out the window by my hair! By my goddamn hair! 
Thank God I wasn't wearing a seatbelt, man, I can only 
imagine what woulda happened. Would he have just kept 
yanking at me or what?

PAUL 
You...er...weren't wearing your seatbelt?

JESSE 
Yeah...gave me a ticket for that too.

ENNIS 
Now, I do traffic too, and I know when I light 'em up, 
that's where I want them to stop. You don't know what 
guys are up to, they keep going. As to pulling weight 
with the judge? Not gonna happen. You know why?

ERIK 
Why's that, Marshal?
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ENNIS 
You see that guy that just walked by?

ERIK 
Yeah?

ENNIS 
He's the judge.

JESSE 
Same car, right? '73 Nova. I run out of gas. I get out, 
unscrew the gas cap, put it on the roof, I walk to my 
friends' two blocks away, borrowing a gas can and a 
bicycle to get some fuel. I'm comin' down the stairs 
from his apartment, bike and can in hand when, I shit 
you not, seven cop cars come down the street with their 
lights flashing and shit. I think, 'damn, somebody's 
getting raided.' They throw me to the ground, and there 
were doubles in some of those cars so there was more 
than seven cops, let me tell you, and they're sayin' 
they had a report that someone was stealing a brown 
Nova. They go check it out, mean-time, they're running 
the number on the bike to see if it's stolen, trying to 
pin anything on me. Man, I told you, I got nothing but 
problems with the law.

ERIK 
I mean, I was trying to protect the guy...

ENNIS 
Doesn't matter, you see those lights you pull to the 
right.

(Paul is fidgeting badly in his seat.)

ERIK 
I'll keep that in mind. On the way over here I saw some 
bonehead pulled over to the left.

ENNIS 
That's the worst. Easiest way to get a cop killed is 
pull over to the left. It was me, I'd make 'em start up 
again and pull to the right.

ERIK 
I feel you.
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JESSE 
One time, I'm helping a friend move, I got the car 
packed up high, cop pulls me over. Asks for my license, 
registration and shit, which I hand over dutifully. He 
asks me to step out of the car. I ask all polite and 
shit, 'Excuse me officer, may I inquire as to why you 
are asking me to leave my vehicle?' He says, Am I gonna 
have to ask you again?' No, I undo my belt and get out 
of the car, he's got his gun ready to draw, asks me to 
walk to his car and put my hands on the hood. As I'm 
walking, I'm thinking, 'Holy shit, this asshole is 
going to arrest me, with all my friend's shit in my 
car!' Sure enough he cuffs me, saying I'm under arrest. 
I ask why. He says I have a warrant for a busted, get 
this, for a busted license plate light and for failure 
to change my address. I paid those off, two years 
prior. He says system says I'm on the grid. I just 
start shaking my head. I mean, at this point, it's like 
that psyche experiment they did with the dogs and the 
electrified floor, man: learned helplessness.

ENNIS 
...I mean the last thing a cop wants is to follow a guy 
into an empty parking lot. We'll always try and pull 
someone over where there's people because...

JESSE 
So his partner's running my info, and this guy's 
chatting me up. 'You don't know what kind of shit I 
been through.' Guy's about the greenest goddamn rookie 
I ever seen, he's just stretching his authority; I'm 
wearing a hernia belt and weight gloves, he says, 'I 
dunno what you do for living, if I had to guess, I'd 
say you move things for a living.' I'm thinking, 'You 
dumb motherfucker: if I did this shit for a living 
would my car be packed with boxes, you dumb fuck.' I 
say, 'no sir, I'm a handyman.' He says, 'Oh, you don't 
have to sir me, I'm just building rapport.' I'm 
thinkin': 'You asshole, who fucking builds rapport with 
a set of goddamn handcuffs?' 

ENNIS 
...It keeps them honest, people watching, making sure 
he doesn't overstep bounds, follows protocols...
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JESSE 
...thinkin', 'they're gonna tow my car, with all my 
friends' shit in it,' when he says, 'Oh, I'm not gonna 
arrest you on some minor traffic violation. I just 
wanted to give you an education.' I'm thinkin', "Bitch! 
I got been to school longer'n you had a badge. Since 
before you even joined the Academy!' But he uncuffs me 
and off I go, with some stupid ticket for going under 
the limit. Goddamn.

(Ennis looks at his watch.)

ENNIS 
All right, looks like it's time. We can let you in now. 
Line up here.

(They do. Paul lets Jesse ahead of him, 
taking the rear position.)

ENNIS 
We have some rules to abide by. First off, have you 
papers ready - I need to make sure you're in the right 
place. You don't have the right paperwork, you can't 
get in here. Second, turn off your cellphones. Phone 
rings in there, you get escorted out, understand? 

(Erik and Paul pull out their phones and 
turn them off. Jesse makes no movement, 
not having one.)

ENNIS 
Next: keep your hands out of your pockets, it makes 
judges and bailiffs nervous. Yeah, they got metal 
detectors and security out front but weapons have 
gotten through before. Keep your hands where we can see 
them. Lastly, no swearing, especially in front of the 
judge. Last session we had a guy drop an F-bomb in 
front of the bench and he got slapped with a contempt 
of court. That happens, I cart you to jail to cool off, 
you hear?

(Everyone nods in understanding.)

ENNIS 
Okay, papers.

(Erik hands his papers over, Ennis looks 
at both sheets.)

ENNIS 
Good, good. Take a seat to the right.
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(Erik exits through the door. Jesse 
steps up and hands his papers over.)

ENNIS 
Seems in order. Take a seat to the right. The left is 
for when you're getting the paperwork after the hearing.

(Jesse exits. Paul steps up, hands his 
papers over. Ennis glances at it.)

ENNIS 
Sorry, this is the wrong court, buddy. You need 
Municipal.

(Paul looks at the papers.)

PAUL 
What? Buh...but the lady at the window said...it says 
right at the top there, "Justice Court."

ENNIS 
Yeah, I know what it says. And this is what I'm saying. 
You need Municipal. Now quiet down, court's in session.

(Ennis closes the door, we can hear his 
voice muffled. Paul stands dejectedly 
staring at the door as the LIGHTS FADE.)

ENNIS 
All rise, the court is now in session! The honorable 
judge...

(BLACKOUT. END.)


	(Enter ERIK from the side opposite the door. He is well-dressed in a nice shirt and tie, pressed slacks, and an expensive pair of shoes. He wears a watch the size of a small plate and carries a leather satchel. Erik takes the seat nearest the door and rifles through his bag, pulling out two sheets stapled, folded neatly, and a ticket. Looks them over, looks at Paul.)
	What are you here for?
	Speeding.
	Trying to get the fine lowered?
	Tryin' to get something.

	(Erik nods.)
	I'm just glad I made it here at all. I had a hell of a run-around.
	How's that?

	(unfolding the papers) 
	Look at this form. What do you see?

	(Paul looks at it.)
	...Failure to pull over...?
	No, no; not the charge. What's it say at the top?
	Uh...Las Vegas Justice Court.
	Right. Exactly. So I go down to the customer service desk, you know, after going through the whole thing of getting into this goddamn building: emptying my pockets, taking off my shoes and belt, get my number and wait. And wait and wait and wait and I finlly get called up, the guy at the window takes one look at my paper and says: 'This is municipal, I can't help you.'

	(Enter JESSE, in a paint-dripped-upon t-shirt and jeans, in well-worn cheap boots. He is gaunt, his hands are dirty, and he looks like he hasn't slept in days. Jesse takes the seat nearest the exit. He holds a similar two stapled sheets but it looks like it's been through the wringer, is crumpled, as does a yellow insurance card he grasps as if it were all that were keeping him from drowning.)
	'Look,' I says, 'there's nothing but "Justice Court" written all over this.' He says, 'Yeah, I see that, but this is a municipal matter, there's nothing I can do about it.' He calls the next guy before I can even ask him where the hell I'm even supposed to go with this goddamn thing. Customer service in this place is a joke because they know you HAVE to be here; they're the only game in town - you don't show, okay, off to jail you go. Now I'm already late for work, and I figure, 'hell, I'll just call in today.' So I'm dancing around the goddamn lobby a half-hour before I find a signal worth a damn, spend another hour in the municipal line only to find out, what?

	(Erik looks to Paul, who gives no indication of piping up, looks at Erik blankly.)
	You need Justice.
	Damn right I need Justice! So I'm pleading with this broad, finally she pushes it through herself so I can see a judge about this stupid thing. Got her number too, but fuck if I'm gonna go on a date with a goddamn civil servant.
	What you do?
	This cop pulled me over round a bend on the 95 South, you kno, right around Eastern? So I kept going 'til we hit a straight-away and he says I was evading an officer. What the fuck? I should have just pulled over and let that asshole get hit by some guy speeding down the turn.
	Holy shit, don't get me started on asshole cops, man. I got nothing but problems with the law. I'd punch them right in their fucking face if I could get away with it.

	(Paul looks uncomfortable and fidgets in his seat.)
	(sort of under his breath) 
	You...uh...shouldn't probably say that...uhm...here...because...

	(talking over Paul) 
	What'd they get you for?
	Man, what haven't they got me for? This time, it was speeding while driving in an area zoned for traffic. I don't even know what the fuck that means! But I got problems with cops all the goddamn time, I just got shitty luck.

	(Jesse seems to notice Paul for the first time.)
	What're you here for?

	(staring straight ahead, a little terrified) 
	Spe...speeding.
	Holy shit, man. I been pulled over for goin' over the limit, under the limit. I even got pulled over for going at the limit once.
	You shitting me? How does that work?
	Asshole cop gets behind me, follows me for a bit. I see him coming so I start going the limit, right? Judicious about that shit. He gets the lights going, the speakers, the whole goddamn nine. I'm all, 'Can I help you officer?' He says, 'Yeah, I pulled you over. You know why? You were going the limit. Probable cause.' I say, go ahead man, check my goddamn glove box, check the trunk, do whatever, man. He takes me to jail that night, says I assaulted him: verbally. I'm sick of pigs man.
	It's kind of a crapshoot. Most cops pull you over for some minor offense, they act like assholes, yeah. But I been pulled over for stuff that would give me twenty years and they're like, nothing but sympathetic.

	(Paul sneaks a glances at Erik, a wave of realization that he's trapped between a rock and a hard place washes over him.)
	I got pulled over once by highway patrol on the way back from Pahrump, and I was drunk. I mean, DRUNK. I beg with him, plead, 'can I just pull over and go to sleep, have a friend come get me when I wake up?' He lets me off with a warning. I do just what I say I will, pull over, throw the keys in the trunk and sleep it off, have my girlfriend at the time come pick me up when I wake.
	Keh...keys in the trunk?
	Yeah. If the keys are within reach, some other pig can come by and cite you. You put the keys in the trunk, they can't do shit.

	(The door opens. Out steps the Marshal, P. ENNIS (pronounced Ehn-iss).)
	Are...uh...is the court open? Can...can we go in now?
	It'll be about five more minutes.
	So, Marshall...(reads the name tag)...Ennis. How you doing today?

	(picking up conversation with Paul) 
	I had one cop pull me over, I say, 'can you just beat my ass instead hauling me off?' He says, 'how about I beat your ass AND haul you off?' I'm like 'oh shit!'

	(stoic) 
	Been a day. Lot of folk acting up.
	You won't get none of that out of me.

	(smirking) 
	Yeah. I hope not.
	...carts me off anyway, I'm in the pen, he comes by, he's all, 'Yo, Jesse!' I'm like, 'Fuck you, pig! You ain't got no right, man!'

	(Enter a man in a sharp suit. He walks briskly, distractedly, across the STAGE.)
	So, Marshal, you got so much pull: you gonna help me get my case thrown out?

	(Ennis eyeballs the walking man, turns back to Erik.)
	Not likely.
	You will once you hear my story.
	Oh, yeah?

	(Erik tells the tale in quiet tones, so Jesse, who speaks over him, can be heard.)
	I'm driving home that night on the 95 South and this officer comes up behind me and turns on his lights. Now, he does it at a bend, and I'm thinking that this is dangerous, I don't want to put the officer in peril for some routine traffic stop, so I keep going, until I hit a straight-away. He gets up to my car, I look in the mirror, he's got his gun unhooked, with his hand on it ready to draw. I'm the epitome of the routine stop at that point, hands on the wheel, yes sirs and no sirs, he gives me a ticket that amounts to evading arrest.
	I used to have this '73 Nova, brown. Man, I could start it without the key, right? I get used to starting it up, keeping the keys in my pocket. This cop pulls me over, this one was for driving under the limit, he looks over at the ignition, sees there's no key in it, pulls me out the window by my hair! By my goddamn hair! Thank God I wasn't wearing a seatbelt, man, I can only imagine what woulda happened. Would he have just kept yanking at me or what?
	You...er...weren't wearing your seatbelt?
	Yeah...gave me a ticket for that too.
	Now, I do traffic too, and I know when I light 'em up, that's where I want them to stop. You don't know what guys are up to, they keep going. As to pulling weight with the judge? Not gonna happen. You know why?
	Why's that, Marshal?
	You see that guy that just walked by?
	Yeah?
	He's the judge.
	Same car, right? '73 Nova. I run out of gas. I get out, unscrew the gas cap, put it on the roof, I walk to my friends' two blocks away, borrowing a gas can and a bicycle to get some fuel. I'm comin' down the stairs from his apartment, bike and can in hand when, I shit you not, seven cop cars come down the street with their lights flashing and shit. I think, 'damn, somebody's getting raided.' They throw me to the ground, and there were doubles in some of those cars so there was more than seven cops, let me tell you, and they're sayin' they had a report that someone was stealing a brown Nova. They go check it out, mean-time, they're running the number on the bike to see if it's stolen, trying to pin anything on me. Man, I told you, I got nothing but problems with the law.
	I mean, I was trying to protect the guy...
	Doesn't matter, you see those lights you pull to the right.

	(Paul is fidgeting badly in his seat.)
	I'll keep that in mind. On the way over here I saw some bonehead pulled over to the left.
	That's the worst. Easiest way to get a cop killed is pull over to the left. It was me, I'd make 'em start up again and pull to the right.
	I feel you.
	One time, I'm helping a friend move, I got the car packed up high, cop pulls me over. Asks for my license, registration and shit, which I hand over dutifully. He asks me to step out of the car. I ask all polite and shit, 'Excuse me officer, may I inquire as to why you are asking me to leave my vehicle?' He says, Am I gonna have to ask you again?' No, I undo my belt and get out of the car, he's got his gun ready to draw, asks me to walk to his car and put my hands on the hood. As I'm walking, I'm thinking, 'Holy shit, this asshole is going to arrest me, with all my friend's shit in my car!' Sure enough he cuffs me, saying I'm under arrest. I ask why. He says I have a warrant for a busted, get this, for a busted license plate light and for failure to change my address. I paid those off, two years prior. He says system says I'm on the grid. I just start shaking my head. I mean, at this point, it's like that psyche experiment they did with the dogs and the electrified floor, man: learned helplessness.
	...I mean the last thing a cop wants is to follow a guy into an empty parking lot. We'll always try and pull someone over where there's people because...
	So his partner's running my info, and this guy's chatting me up. 'You don't know what kind of shit I been through.' Guy's about the greenest goddamn rookie I ever seen, he's just stretching his authority; I'm wearing a hernia belt and weight gloves, he says, 'I dunno what you do for living, if I had to guess, I'd say you move things for a living.' I'm thinking, 'You dumb motherfucker: if I did this shit for a living would my car be packed with boxes, you dumb fuck.' I say, 'no sir, I'm a handyman.' He says, 'Oh, you don't have to sir me, I'm just building rapport.' I'm thinkin': 'You asshole, who fucking builds rapport with a set of goddamn handcuffs?' 
	...It keeps them honest, people watching, making sure he doesn't overstep bounds, follows protocols...
	...thinkin', 'they're gonna tow my car, with all my friends' shit in it,' when he says, 'Oh, I'm not gonna arrest you on some minor traffic violation. I just wanted to give you an education.' I'm thinkin', "Bitch! I got been to school longer'n you had a badge. Since before you even joined the Academy!' But he uncuffs me and off I go, with some stupid ticket for going under the limit. Goddamn.

	(Ennis looks at his watch.)
	All right, looks like it's time. We can let you in now. Line up here.

	(They do. Paul lets Jesse ahead of him, taking the rear position.)
	We have some rules to abide by. First off, have you papers ready - I need to make sure you're in the right place. You don't have the right paperwork, you can't get in here. Second, turn off your cellphones. Phone rings in there, you get escorted out, understand? 

	(Erik and Paul pull out their phones and turn them off. Jesse makes no movement, not having one.)
	Next: keep your hands out of your pockets, it makes judges and bailiffs nervous. Yeah, they got metal detectors and security out front but weapons have gotten through before. Keep your hands where we can see them. Lastly, no swearing, especially in front of the judge. Last session we had a guy drop an F-bomb in front of the bench and he got slapped with a contempt of court. That happens, I cart you to jail to cool off, you hear?

	(Everyone nods in understanding.)
	Okay, papers.

	(Erik hands his papers over, Ennis looks at both sheets.)
	Good, good. Take a seat to the right.

	(Erik exits through the door. Jesse steps up and hands his papers over.)
	Seems in order. Take a seat to the right. The left is for when you're getting the paperwork after the hearing.

	(Jesse exits. Paul steps up, hands his papers over. Ennis glances at it.)
	Sorry, this is the wrong court, buddy. You need Municipal.

	(Paul looks at the papers.)
	What? Buh...but the lady at the window said...it says right at the top there, "Justice Court."
	Yeah, I know what it says. And this is what I'm saying. You need Municipal. Now quiet down, court's in session.

	(Ennis closes the door, we can hear his voice muffled. Paul stands dejectedly staring at the door as the LIGHTS FADE.)
	All rise, the court is now in session! The honorable judge...

	(BLACKOUT. END.)

